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Analytics & politics: not so strange bedfellows

As the post-mortem examination of the U.S. presidential election continues, two common
“lessons learned” begin to emerge to explain Obama’s victory. First, changing demographics
have altered the political landscape. Second, money alone can’t buy the presidency. I would add
a one-word third lesson: analytics.

Each candidate’s campaign and Super PAC supporters combined to raise and spend well over a
$1 billion. The national vote tally was very close, but the lopsided Electoral College final score
(332-206) indicates that the Obama camp got the bigger bang for its buck. Why?

Thanks to analytics – and putting aside politics, policies and personalities – the Obama team
apparently did a better job of spending the right amount of money targeting the right people with
the right message in the right places at the right time. Both campaigns spent a ton of money
airing TV ads, but for two years leading up to the election, the Obama camp spent a big chunk of
its cash on a ground game that collected enormous amounts of data on Democratic voters in
critical counties, cities and neighborhoods in nine swing states. A team of analysts then used the
data and analytics to develop, micro-target and efficiently deliver (especially via social media)
customized messages that informed and energized the targeted voters and, most importantly,
compelled them to vote (see following item). Result: Obama won eight of nine swing states, the
Electoral College and a second term.

As one analyst told me last week, “The 2008 presidential election was all  about social media.
The 2012 election was all  about analytics.”

— Peter Horner
     Editor, Analytics  and OR/MS Today

Former supermarket sales promoter vs. Super PACs

Did a former supermarket sales promotions analyst outfox the presidential Super PAC head
honchos? The Obama campaign hired an analytics department five times as large as that of the
2008 operation to collect and analyze voter data and help drive decision-making during the 2012
race to the White House. The department’s chief scientist, Rayid Ghani, once crunched huge
data sets in order to maximize the efficiency of supermarket sales promotions. READ MORE.

Gartner identifies four futures for IT and CIOs

The changing shape of information technology (IT) is causing CIOs to question the role of IT in
the organization and the part they will play in it, according to Gartner, Inc. As businesses
confront global economic uncertainty, changing market dynamics and cultural discontinuities
created by technological innovation, their different parts require different ways of interacting with
IT. READ MORE.

Cleveland Clinic, IBM advance Watson's use in medical
training

Cleveland Clinic and IBM recently announced the formation of a collaboration to advance
Watson’s use in the medical training field. The IBM team of researchers that created Watson will
work with Cleveland Clinic clinicians, faculty and medical students to enhance the capabilities of
Watson’s Deep Question Answering technology for the area of medicine. READ MORE.

New officers ready to lead Analytics Section of INFORMS

Zahir Balaporia heads a new slate of officers that will lead the fast-growing Analytics Section of
INFORMS into the second phase of its mission of “promoting the use of data-driven analytics
and fact-based decision-making in practice.” READ MORE.

Innovation in Analytics Award finalists announced

Following presentations at the recent 2012 INFORMS Annual Meeting in Phoenix, Ariz., judges
for the 2013 Innovation in Analytics Award from the Analytics Section of INFORMS announced
three finalists. READ MORE.

Membership in Analytics Section continues to grow

Membership in the Analytics Section of INFORMS grew to more than 900 members as of
October, an 80 percent increase from October 2011. READ MORE.

Interested in becoming a member of the Analytics Section of INFORMS? Click here  to find out
how.

Certified Analytics Professional

INFORMS is preparing to launch a first-of-its-kind certification program for analytics
professionals. Those who successfully pass the certification exam will receive a Certified
Analytics Professional (CAP) credential from INFORMS, the leading analytics membership
organization in the world.

The first exam is scheduled for April  6, 2013, in conjunction with the INFORMS Conference on
Business Analytics & O.R. in San Antonio, Texas. The exam will also be offered in October 2013
in conjunction with the INFORMS Annual Meeting in Minneapolis.

For eligibility requirements, knowledge domains, sample questions and further information, visit
www.informs.org/certification.

Current Issue of Analytics Magazine

It’s one thing to have access to tons of big data. It’s another
thing to analyze it, gain insight from it and present findings to
decision-makers in terms they can understand and act upon.
That, in a nutshell, sums up several articles in the
November/December issue of Analytics, including a cover story
on the advent of the “digital oil  field” and how it’s changing the
gas and oil  industry. Another article looks at a really big data
source – images and videos – and sizes up its potential impact on prescriptive analytics. Other
stories cover consulting “soft skills,” how to successfully “operationalize analytics” and
“distribution processing” (a new method for addressing uncertainty).
 

SAS ranks No. 1 in the world for best workplaces
Kansas City Royals establish analytics department
Xerox uses analytics, big data

“Many analytics projects fail as either the information is too
overwhelming or the model is too complex for a non-
quantitative end-user to comprehend and take an action.”

— Kerem Tomak, vice president of Marketing Analytics at Macys.com, in
his Executive Edge column in the November/December issue of Analytics.

Sponsored by The IE Group

Predictive Analytics for Banking Summit, Dec. 6 - 7, New York

The Predictive Analytics for Banking Summit, December 6 & 7, 2012, New York: is a unique
opportunity to share challenges and best practices with the most forward-thinking executives in
the banking industry. This summit combines keynote presentations with interactive workshops
and open discussion for two days of insight in a collaborative environment. Modern businesses
now have access to more data than ever before, but the challenge remains to identify patterns in
this data to gain a crucial advantage over competitors and drive success. This summit is a prime
opportunity to discuss your thoughts and opinions openly with like-minded professionals. Join
leaders from Merrill Lynch, Capital One, Bank of America, Citi and more. Contact Daniel Watts at
dwatts@theiegroup.com for more information.
 
.

INFORMS EVENTS

INFORMS Conference on Business Analytics and O.R.
April  7 - 9, 2013, San Antonio, TX

OTHER EVENTS

Analytics for Supply Chain
June 20 - 21, 2013, Chicago, IL

Citadel LLC - Quantitative Research Professionals -
Chicago, IL - (November 13, 2012)

Tru Vue, Inc. - Sales Analyst - McCook, IL -
(November 13, 2012)

Southwest Airlines - Sr. Operations Research
Developer - Dallas, TX - (November 5, 2012)

FedEx Ground - Operations Research Engineer -
Pittsburgh, PA - (November 1, 2012)

More Employment Opportunities...

CLICK HERE to post Employment Ads

 

Other Analytics links: Home Page | Subscriptions | Contact Us
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